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CONCLUSSION RELATED TO THE USERS

It is discovered that the male book fans out numbered female bookworms. In our male ruled society females are occupied with their developments are compelled by timings. The age bunch 18-25 years is generally animated in utilizing library material for studying. Clearly the clients beneath fifteen years age are just 4.1 p.c. The p.c. of graduate clients is sizeable i.e. 34.7 p.c. Self decisions about looking for chances or better chances for employments must be the explanation for this.

The clients identified with the workforce of abstractions structure 41.3 p.c. This is demonstrative of their slant towards general perusing and particularly towards fiction. It is watched that the graduates of science staff fail to offer this statement.

The lion’s share of library clients is shaped by the understudies i.e. 33.9 p.c. The rate of persons doing private work (24.8) is more than those of doing government work (15.4) The rate of unemployed clients is 13.7. Income clever examination of respondents is likewise endeavored. The more level point of confinement and most elevated utmost of salary is individually are less than one thousand and up to fifteen thousand. The recurrence in the most minimal classification and most noteworthy class are eight and ninety three separately. The exclusive class having month to month livelihood more than thirty five thousand rupees is 9%. As far as visit to library for book transactions is concerned, clients incline toward week by week offs. The dialect smart split up of clients is extremely consoling.

There are thirteen instances of outwardly incapacitated clients, out of them 86.66 percent answered that they have been dealt with superbly. Fifty seven percent clients visit library from the separation less than a km. anyway 4.6% clients visit from pretty long separation i.e. 5 to 10kms. The rate of every day guests to library is 59.7. %. The rate of clients who visit library once a month is 7.1%. This demonstrates that the libraries are agreeably gone to by the
clients.

The day by day normal of the individuals is designed in such a path, to the point that morning, nighttime or late night timing is advantageous for the clients. Accordingly just 7.8 p.c. clients visit libraries between 12 and 4 p.m. Ordinarily clients give a hour or less to the library. It is weird that 61.6% read in the libraries for 60 minutes. It must be for newspaper perusing. At any rate it is sure that the libraries are assuming an imperative part in keeping the clients side by side of new political, budgetary and social occasions in the national and bury national fields.

The fundamental reason for going to library is for the getting of books. The life has come to be busy to the point that individuals find it challenging to extra opportunity to visit library. Nonetheless, it is likewise huge that 44.7 p.c. respondents visit library additionally. The rate of clients who read for the reason achieving information is 79.5%. The respondents who utilize library for the readiness of focused examination are 29.9p.c. Usually it is accepted that the individuals read for diversion, however in this research the example passes on that just 24.1% read for amusement.

News papers, books and periodicals register are favored in plummeting request 69.1 p.c., 53.2 p.c. what's more 34.7 p.c. individually. The use of specialized mechanisms like web CD's and DVD's is peripheral i.e. 9.9 p.c. what's more 5.6 p.c. Marathi being the first language of the individuals of Maharashtra, 78.5% book fans lean toward perusing material in easy language that is books of local publication. As the Western Maharashtra region most of the students are from rural area. It is additionally intriguing to note that fiction is perused by 39.5% clients and the rate of scholastic book bookworms is 41.3%. These rates identify with show the class of the aforementioned who dependably read fiction and scholarly books. However taken together the two segments of fiction, it turns into the most supported sort of perusing i.e. 72.4%.

As the age insightful examination with respect to inclination to perusing is concerned "fiction" presses on to be more mainstream. Clients above sixty years favoring fiction

The age bunch up to 20 tops the table 82.9%. This shows a sliding pattern. The concerned table
(age smart starting with kids) shows declining propensity in verse and youngsters' expositive expression.

On the ampleness of library material clients are fulfilled with a couple of special cases. Insufficiency of the scholastic books is felt by 5.6 p.c. clients and this is the most elevated percent and different types of perusing material, the most minimal being identified with fiction.

Some sorts of books are never perused by the respondents. The foreign language reference books are maximally unread material i.e. 66.6%. Clients who disregard fiction structure 24.8% and verifiable 40.3%. The destiny of scholastic books takes after the same way of verifiable i.e. 40.3%.

The rate of the clients who answer that the Indian Publish books are sufficient stands at 78.2% (55.7+ 22.5), on account of verifiable it is 71.2% (49.4+21.8). The Local Publication books in all these sorts of books show that they are viewed as satisfactory as Foreign Reference books. The position of the English books is roughly the same.

Regarding book advance period sufficiency the clients are fulfilled (65 p.c.). One book in a month is acquired by 44.8 p.c. clients, two books by 33.4 p.c., and 3.5 books by 3.8 p.c.

If the sufficiency of advance period is seen library insightful, the clients of Urdu library Malegaon rank top demonstrating rate of 94.4. It likewise beat in demonstrating sufficiency of number of books advanced. The libraries whose rates between 30% and half are few e.g. Sangli 44.4 and 44.4 and Satara 45 and 15, Kolhapur 50 and 31. This information on the ampleness of credit period and amount of books permitted to acquire to borrow gives uneven graph in varying degree. However, it is demonstrated that in maximum cases the number of users who are satisfied is more than sixty.

RECOMENDATION AND SUGESTSTIONS:

1. Data identified with the livelihood and use of An Engineering libraries overviewed for the present study indicates that on normal Engineering libraries are confronting less monetary push
as their consumption is low contrasted and their earnings.

2. It might be expressed that the aggregate consumption of engineering libraries is constrained because of fiscal gravity watched by them as an after effect of restricted earnings sources.

3. Less use doesn't basically means Engineering libraries are completing fiscally well. It is the consequence of accompanying fiscal practices watched by engineering libraries. major and altered consumption on pay, (A)absence of new wanders because of restricted earnings sources, (B) low consumption because of absence of fiscal self-rule as major wages of Engineering libraries hails from government gives and it directs the use design, (C) Salary of workers of engineering libraries shapes a major part of consumption of Engineering libraries. Second major supporter to consumption of engineering libraries is books and periodicals.

4. The major earnings of engineering libraries originate from government give. It constantly helps more than 50 for every penny of sum library earnings. Second major livelihood hotspot for Engineering libraries is gifts. Government give and gifts together shape 75-80 for every penny of aggregate library livelihood constantly.

5. It appears that Engineering libraries are intensely dependant on outside wellsprings of earnings. In spite of the fact that fiscally Engineering libraries are finishing great they have to investigate economical wellspring of salary in not so distant future. Acknowledging the monetary approach of liberalization and privatization emulated by government, the legislature award can go away in not so distant future.

6. Donations accepted by engineering libraries shape 20-25 for every penny of library earnings. To uphold constant stream of gifts engineering libraries need to engineeringize their part in social order in building "learning based country".

7. Income from part membership structures less than 20 for every penny of aggregate library wages. It is the most vital inner wellspring of earnings accessible to Engineering libraries. Designing libraries need to reinforce salary from part membership by adequately selecting
greatest amounts of clients.

8. Female clients structure around 32 percent of all parts of engineering libraries (for the year 2010-2011). Designing libraries need to reinforce the participation of female clients.

9. The generally enrollment of the Engineering libraries additionally appears to be practically nothing. Less no.of libraries have more than one thousand parts.

10. Growth rate of part membership was stagnant from year 2010-2011 to 2009-2010. It was just in 2010-2011 that participation has become by around 30 for every penny.

11. The development rate of sum gathering of books, periodicals and daily papers is continually beneath 3 for every penny.

12. The different wellsprings of perusing (Audio-visual materials, microfilms, extraordinary assets, Cds/dvds and PDF books) are not broadly accessible in Engineering libraries. The generally speaking score of engineering libraries in furnishing different wellsprings of perusing is only 27 for every penny.

13. All 21 libraries have workstations. Printers are accessible in all libraries. More than half libraries don't use library administration programming and just 21 for every penny libraries use web and server office.

14. The generally score of the Engineering libraries in giving different 13 administrations is around 65 for every penny. In giving administrations like reference area, drinking water, latrine, proposal box, books on interest, notice board, gathering with clients and sack rack engineering libraries have higher score. At the same time in giving administrations like open access, web office, books reservation office and sms caution office Engineering libraries have scored poor.

15. What's to come arrange of the vast majority of the libraries is centered upon development of
library building and computerization of library. Giving e-library and portable library office, making aggressive exam focus, furnishing web office and pushing perusing society is arranged by less than 15 for every penny of libraries.

**SUGGESTIONS:**

On the source of watching and conclusions the following suggestions can be complete.

- All the subjected libraries should try to relieve grants from RRRLF for additional activities furnishings books and journals etc.

- All the subjected libraries should be mechanized to save time and provide battery services.

- All the subjected libraries should improve the quality of reference service.

- All the subjected libraries should provide better reservation service to the users.

- Subjected libraries should try to persuade the users to attend cultural programs arranged by them.

- Chairs of unlike styles and sizes through the library building for readers should be purchased.

- Engineering libraries might additionally give a good administrations.

- In rustic regions the nearby Engineering library might have notwithstanding its principle extension, a versatile library administration comprising of one or more transports outfitted as a minor Engineering library serving the wide open consistent with a normal calendar.
Engineering libraries additionally furnish materials for regularly for youthful library clients. They are coming to be progressively well known administrations.

Libraries may as well attempt to subscribe more periodicals for the clients.
Libraries may as well choose expert staff in the library.

All the subjected libraries may as well attempt to build perpetual clients for the library.

Libraries ought to be moved to new building as right on time as could reasonably be expected.

All the subjected libraries might as well give rundown of recently procured books.

All the libraries may as well furnish web and Xeroxing office to the clients.

All the subjected libraries might as well attempt to achieve most brilliant Library Award.